USE OF SIMULATION FOR ASSESSMENT OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF CREW EVACUATION IN MINES

1. Introduction

In underground mines, in case of the hazard occurrence, for example fire occurrence, action of evacuation of mining crew from hazardous zones is executed. Decisive factors deciding about success of the mining crew evacuation comprises selection of optimal escape routes and evacuation time. These factors have not been studied so far because of the lack of suitable computer softwares. Assessment of the possibilities of numerical modelling application for designing the mining crew evacuation from hazardous mine zones has been presented in this study.

Design of safe evacuation of the mining crew from hazardous zone in case of the fire occurrence is one of the aims of the mine rescue work.

According to article No. 75 of the Geological and Mining Law, the employer should possess well organized mining rescue works. Each mine should develop and realize, if needed, the rescue plan. Manner of the realisation of the rescue action in case of crew or equipment hazard should be determined in the rescue plan. Scheme of escape routes for each mine zone, where for example fire can occur, is prepared for purpose of the mining crew evacuation from hazardous zones. Manner and duration of the crew evacuation from hazardous zones is defined in the escape routes scheme.

Development of the crew evacuation from hazardous zones is a very complicated problem, and so far, great simplifications were made in order to determine crew evacuation duration.
Numerical modelling methods taking under consideration individual features and decision making processes, crown dynamics, panic and interactions between evacuated crew during evacuation can be considered in preparing evacuation plans. Numerical modelling and numerical simulations comprise one of the few means allowing evacuation process management already in the phase of designing the mine workings in objective and national way.

2. Model of the crew evacuation from the longwall zone

Program Fire Dynamics Simulator with addition Evacuation was used for preparation the crew evacuation from the longwall zone. This program allows modelling of the crew evacuation from hazardous zone.

Helbling’s evacuation model used as main algorithm for the crew movement together with modification proposed by Helbing was used in simulation software FDS.

Symulator FDS (Fire Dynamics Symulator), which allows obtaining information about the fire propagation including data relating to physical and chemical properties of gases, visibility, radiation etc., what is necessary to characterize evacuation conditions were used for defining the influence of the fire and smoke dynamics onto the mode of crew evacuation.

Individual features relating to movement speed, size, time of reaction to the hazard, knowledge of terrain topography, knowledge of escape routs etc are prescribed to each evacuated worker.

3. Simulation of the crew evacuation from the longwall zone

In numerous Polish mines occurs methane hazard what can be a reason of fires and methane explosions (for example in Krupiński coal mine). Fires or methane explosions may occur in mine workings, for example in left roadways, longwall mine workings, right roadways. Occurrence of fire in a left roadway, what allowed crew evacuation toward inclined drift from the right roadway side was assumed in the presented material.

The wall is exploited in longitudinal longwall system with roof cut and fill. The longwall was ventilated with use of system $U$ (Fig. 1).

Occurrence of fire in the right roadway was assumed in the described model.

3.1. Model assumptions

The longwall zone model is characterized with the following parameters:

— Geometrical parameters:

- Inclined drift of the length 250 m;
- Right roadway of the length 500 m, cross-section 11 m$^2$;
- Left roadway of the length 500 m cross section 11 m$^2$;
- Longwall mine working of the length 206 m, cross-section 14 m$^2$.  
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— Ventilation parameters:
  - Ventilation system „U” from the field;
  - Air flow rate in longwall mine working 1500 m³/min;
  - Air flow rate in ventilation region 1800 m³/min.

— Fire sources:
  - Localization of the fire source — at 200 m of the right roadway;
  - Fire propagation: from 0MW to maximal fire thermal power (optional: A, B, C and D) time constant of fire development — 60 s;
  - Fire thermal power optional: A — 1 MW, B — 2 MW, C — 3 MW and D — 4 MW.

— Number of persons mine working in longwall zone:
  - In right roadway — 4 workers;
  - In longwall mine working — 10 workers;
  - In left roadway — 8 workers.

System of mining mine workings for a period of fire propagation and crew evacuation $t = 120$ s for variant B is show in Figure 2.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of mining mine workings of the crew evacuation model](image-url)
Figure 3 presents a visualization of the crew evacuation at $t = 60$s for variant B.

### 3.2. Evacuation parameters

Suitable model examinations for assumed fire thermal powers 1, 2, 3 and 4 MW (variants A, B, C, and D respectively), which allowed calculation of time needed for the crew evacuation in dependence on fire size, fire dynamics and evacuation conditions (distribution of mining workings and individual features of workers) have been executed in order to test the crew evacuation from the longwall zone in case of fire occurrence.

It was assumed for each variant that time of the fire development up to reaching its full thermal power amounts for 60 s. Results of executed examinations presented in graphical form, which illustrate number of workers present in hazardous zone in dependence of the time are show in Figure 4.

Statistical analysis executed in order to determine the relation between fire power and crew evacuation time has been made for variants A, B, C and D. The analysis proved a relation between fire power and evacuation time (Fig. 5).

Figure 4 — Relation between number of persons present in hazardous zone and crew evacuation time.
4. Conclusions

The presented material allows drawing the following conclusions:

1) Suitable escape roads should be determined already in phase of mine workings designing in order to assure safe crew evacuation from hazardous zone, for example fire occurrence.

2) Simulation programs allowing optimal selection of the escape road and crew evacuation, including evacuation time can be successfully used.

3) Fire thermal power and resulting smokiness and time constant of the fire propagation have considerable influence onto crew evacuation time.
4) The time needed for the crew evacuation increases in exponentially in dependence on the fire power, what for a case discussed in the present study was described with equation $y = 17.677 e^{0.2875x}$ at very high correlation factor $R = 0.9834$

5) Simulation taking into consideration local conditions and parameters of the fire source should be performed each time when the detailed algorithms for the crew evacuation are made.

6) Modelling of the crew evacuation from the hazardous zone, for example fire hazard allows:
   — Making analysis and assessing possibilities of the crew evacuation in defined time, for example limited time of self-rescue apparatus;
   — Optimization of escape roads according to individual personal features of each crew member, terrain obstacles (dip, distance) and other difficulties, like obstacles and smokiness;
   — Visualization of the crew evacuation process in case of the fire propagation, what is very helpful in designing and the mining crew training.

7) Further examinations concerning model validation for mine conditions are necessary.
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